Wepropose a method-recursivepartitioning-topartition a static IP router table so that when each partition is represented using a base structure such as a multibit trie or a hybrid shape shifting trie there is a reduction in both the total memory requiredfor the router table as well as in the total number ofmemory accesses needed to search the table. The efficacy of recursive partitioning is compared to that of the popular front-end table method to partition IP router tables. Our proposed recursive partitioning method outperformed thefront-end method ofall our test sets.
Introduction
An IP router table is a collection of rules of the form (P, NH), where P is a prefix and NH is a next hop. The next hop for an incoming prefix is computed by determining the longest prefix in the router table that matches the destination address of the packet; the packet is then routed to the destination specified by the next hop associated with this longest prefix. Router tables generally operate in one of two modes-static (or offline) and dynamic (or online). In the static mode, we employ a forwarding table that supports very high speed lookup. Update requests are handled offline using a background processor. With some periodicity, a new and updated forwarding table is created. In the dynamic mode, lookup and update requests are processed in the order they appear. So, a lookup cannot be done until a preceding update has been done. The focus of this paper is static router-tables. The primary metrics employed to evaluate a data structure for a static table are memory requirement and worst-case number of memory accesses to perform a lookup. In the case of a dynamic table, an additional metric-worst-case number of memory accesses needed for an update-is used.
*This research was supported, in part, by the National Science Foundation under grant ITR-0326155 In this paper, we propose a method to partition a large static router-table into smaller tables that may then be represented using a known good static router-table structure such as a multibit trie (MBT) [13] or a hybrid shape shifting trie (HSST) [7] . The partitioning results in an overall reduction in the number of memory accesses needed for a lookup and a reduction in the total memory required. Section 2 reviews related work on router-table partitioning and Section 3 describes our partitioning method. Experimental results are presented in Section 4.
Related Work
Ruiz-Sanchez, Biersack, and Dabbous [10] review data structures for static router-tables and Sahni, Kim, and Lu [12] review data structures for both static and dynamic router-tables. Many of the data structures developed for the representation of a router table are based on the fundamental binary trie structure [4] . A binary trie is a binary tree in which each node has a data field and two children fields. Branching is done based on the bits in the search key. A left child branch is followed at a node at level i (the root is at level 0) if the ith bit of the search key (the leftmost bit of the search key is bit 0) is 0; otherwise a right child branch is followed. Level i nodes store prefixes whose length is i in their data fields. The node in which a prefix is to be stored is determined by doing a search using that prefix as key. Let N be a node in a binary trie. Let Q(N) be the bit string defined by the path from the root to N. Q (N) is the prefix that corresponds to N. Q(N) (or more precisely, the next hop corresponding to Q(N)) is stored in N.data in case Q(N) is one of the prefixes in the router table.
Figure 1 (a) shows a set of 5 prefixes. The * shown at the right end of each prefix is used neither for the branching described above nor in the length computation. So, the length of P2 is 1. Figure 1 ( [13] , hybrid shape shifting tries [7] -have been proposed to improve the lookup performance of binary tries. All of these strategies collapse several levels of each subtree of a binary trie into a single node, which we call a supernode, that can be searched with a number ofmemory accesses that is less than the number of levels collapsed into the supemode.
Lampson et al. [5] propose a partitioning scheme for static router-tables. This scheme employs a front-end array, partition, to partition the prefixes in a router table based on their first s, bits.
Lu, Kim and Sahni [6] have proposed partitioning schemes for dynamic router-tables. While these schemes are designed to keep the number of memory accesses required for an update at an acceptable level, they may increase the worst-case number of memory accesses required for a lookup and also increase the total memory required to store the structure. Of the schemes proposed by Lu, Kim and Sahni [6] , the two-level dynamic partitioning scheme (TLDP) works best for average-case performance. TDLP, however, has an adverse effect on the worst-case performance of an update. Experimental results presented in [6] show that the TLDP scheme leads to reduced average search and update times as well as to a reduction in memory requirement over the case when the tested base schemes are used with no partitioning. Although any perfect hash function for this set of keys may be used, we use the perfect hash function defined by Lunteren [9] .
We note that when s = T.height + 1, the hash table is empty and L(R) = T. In this case, T is simply represented by a base structure such as MBT or HSST. When s < T.height + 1, the described partitioning scheme may be applied recursively to each of the D (R) + 1 partitions to obtain lower-level partitions. An exception is the case when N C D, (R) is a leaf. In this case, the next hop associated with the corresponding prefix is stored directly in the hash In recursive partitioning, we start with the binary trie T (Figure 2 (a)) for our prefix set and select a stride, s, to partition the binary trie into subtries. Let D1 (R) be the level Type 010: A partition that is represented by a base structure such as an MBT or an HSST.
Type 000: An unused hash table entry.
For type 1 entries, we use 1 bit to identify the entry type.
In addition, we store the path Q (N) from the root R to the root N of the partition, the stride for the next-level partition, a mask that characterizes the next-level perfect hash function, and a pointer to the hash table for the next-level partition. Figure 3 shows the schematic for a type 1 entry. For the remaining 3 types, we use three bits to identify the entry type. For entry type 001, we store also Q(N) and the next hop associated with the prefix stored in node N and for type 010, we store Q(N) and a pointer to the base structure used for the partition. Type 000 entries store no additional information. Notice that all prefixes in the same first-level partition agree on their first I bits. So, we strip these bits from these prefixes before developing lower-level partitions. In particular, a prefix of length I gets replaced by a prefix of length 0. Figure 4 gives the algorithm to do a lookup in a router table that has been partitioned using the basic strategy. The algorithm assumes that at least one level of partitioning has been done. The initial invocation specifies, for the first-level partitioning, the stride s, address offirst hash table entry, ht, and perfect hash function h (specified by its mask).
Incorporating Leaf Pushing
The worst-case number of memory accesses required for a lookup may be reduced using controlled leaf pushing, which is quite similar to the standard leaf pushing used in non-partitioned router tables [ 13] . In controlled leaf pushing, every base structure that does not have a (stripped) prefix of length 0 is given a length 0 prefix whose next hop is the same as that of the longest prefix that matches the bits stripped from all prefixes in that partition. So, for example, suppose we have a base structure whose stripped prefixes are 00, 01,1 01 and 1 10. 
Optimization
To use recursive partitioning effectively, we must select an appropriate stride for each partitioning that is done. For this selection, we set up a dynamic programming recurrence. Let B(N, 1, r) be the minimum memory required to represent levels 0 through I of the subtree of T rooted at N by a base structure such as MBT or HSST; a lookup in this base structure must take no more than r memory accesses.
Let H(N, 1) be the memory required for a stride I hash table for the paths from node N of T to nodes in D1 (N) and let C (N, 1, r) (1) (2) The above recurrence assumes that no memory access is needed to determine whether the entire router table has been stored as a base structure. Further, in case the router table has been partitioned then no memory access is needed to determine the stride and mask for the first-level partition as well as the structure of the auxiliary partition. This, of course, is possible if we store this information in memory registers. However, as the search progresses through the partition hierarchy, this information has to be extracted from each hash table. So, each Type 1 hash-table entry must either store this information or we must change the recurrence to account for the additional memory access required at each level of the partition to get this information. In the former case, the size of each hash-table entry is increased. In the latter case, the recurrence becomes C(N, N.height, r) = min{B(N, N.height, r), Recurrences for B may be obtained from Sahni and Kim [11] for fixed-and variable-stride MBTs and Lu and Sahni [7] for HSSTs.
Our experiments with real-world router tables indicates that when auxiliary partitions are restricted to be represented by base structures, the memory requirement is reduced. With this restriction, the dynamic programming recurrence becomes C(N, N.height, r) = min{B(N, N.height, r), (6) Now, the second parameter I of C(N, 1, r) always is N.height and so this second parameter may be dropped. Further optimization is possible by permitting the method used to keep track of partitions to be either a hash table plus an auxiliary structure for prefixes whose length is less than the stride or a simple array with 21 entries when the partition stride is I (this latter strategy is identical to that used by Lampson (7) O<l<N.height C(N,l,0) = oc (8) where c is the memory required by each position of the front-end array. Again, the second parameter in C may be dropped.
Notice that the inclusion of front-end arrays as a mechanism to keep track of partitions requires as to add a fifth entry type (011) for hash table entries. This fifth type, which indicates a partition represented using a front-end array, includes a field for the key Q(N), another field for the stride of the next-level partition, and a pointer to the next-level front-end array. Note also that while our discussion may have given the impression that all base structures in a recursively partitioned router table must be ofthe same type (i.e., all are MBTs or all are HSSTs), it is possible to solve the dynamic programming recurrences allowing a mix of basic structures.
Implementation Considerations
For benchmarking purposes we assumed that the router table will reside on a QDRII SRAM (dual burst), which supports the retrieval of 72 bits of data with a single memory access. We considered two hash-table designs-36 bit and 72 bit.
In the 36-bit design, we allocated 36 bits to each hash entry. For IPv4, we used 8 bits for Q(N), 2 bits for the stride of the next-level partition, 8 bits for the mask, and 17 bits for the pointer. Although 8 bits were allocated to Q (N), the strides were limited to be between 5 and 8 (inclusive). Hence, 2 bits are sufficient to represent the next-level stride. The use of a 17-bit pointer enables us to index up to 9Mbits
(217 * 72) of SRAM. For the next-hop field, we allocated 12 bits.
For the base structure, we used the enhanced base with end-node optimization (EBO) version of HSSTs [7] as these were shown to be the most efficient router-table structure for static router tables [7] . Non-leaf EBO nodes have child pointers and some EBO leaf nodes have pointers to nexthop arrays. For child pointers we allocated 10 bits. This allows us to index 1024 nodes. We modified the dynamic programming equations developed in [7] for the construction of optimal EBOs so that EBOs that require more than 1024 nodes are rejected. For next-hop array pointers, we allocated 22 bits. Since, the number of next-hop array pointers is bounded by the number of prefixes in the router table and next-hop arrays are stored in a different part of memory from where we store the rest of the EBO data structure, an allocation of 22 bits for next-hop array pointers suffices for 222 > 4 million prefixes. For the next hops themselves, we allocated 12 bits.
In the 72-bit design, we allocated 72 bits for each hashtable entry. We used 17 bits for Q (N), 5 bits for the stride of the next-level partition, 17 bits for the mask, and 19 bits for the pointer; the strides were limited to be between 1 and 17. Also, the next hop for the stripped prefix * (if any) in L(R) is stored in each hash-table entry. A novel feature ofthe 72-bit design is that the partitioning was enabled so that at each node N, a selection was made between using an L(R) partition represented as an EBO and a (perfect) hash table for the remaining partitions (as described earlier in this paper) and performing a prefix expansion of the stripped prefixes in L(R) -{*}, distributing these expanded prefixes into the remaining partitions (creating new partitions if necessary), and then constructing a (perfect) hash table for the modified partition set. Type 1 nodes use a designated bit to distinguish between the different hash-table types they may point to. The remaining implementation details are the same as for the 36-bit design.
Although we have described implementations for a specific SRAM, implementations for other SRAMs are obtained easily. 4 Experimental Results C++ codes for the implementations described in Section 3.4 were compiled using the Microsoft Visual C++ compiler with optimization level 02 and run on a 3.06 GHz Pentium 4 PC. Our recursive partitioning scheme was compared against a one-level partitioning scheme, OLP, which is a generalization of the front-end array of Lampson et al. [5] and a non-partitioned EBO. OLP does only one level ofpartitioning (as does [5] ) and uses EBO as the base structure. However, unlike [5] , which fixes the size of the frontend array to 216, OLP selects an optimal, data-dependent, size for the front-end array. Specifically, OLP tries out front-end arrays of size 0 and 2 i, 1 < i < 24 and determines those sizes that minimize the worst-case number ofmemory accesses for a lookup; from these sizes, the size that minimizes total memory is selected. Note that using a front-end array of size 0 is equivalent to using no front-end array. We found OLP to be superior, on our data sets, to simply limiting our recursive partitioning scheme so as to partition only at the root level. We did not compare with the partitioning schemes of [6] , because these schemes improve average performance at the expense of worst-case performance and our focus in this paper is worst-case performance. The schemes of [6] result in increased memory requirement and worst-case number ofmemory accesses for a search relative to the base structure.
All of our programs were written so as to construct lookup structures that (a) minimize the worst-case number RP(k) (K = 4, 5) denotes the space-optimal recursively partitioned structure that requires at most k memory accesses per search. As can be seen, on the memory access count, RP(4) is superior to EBO on all 6 data sets by 1 or 2 accesses. OLP is superior to EBO by 1 access on 3 of our data sets and by 2 accesses on the remaining 3 data sets; RP(5) is superior to EBO by 1 access on 4 of the 6 data sets. OLP required one more access than RP(4) on the largest data set (AS1221) and tied with RP(4) on the remaining 5.
On all of our test sets, the 36-bit implementation required less memory than required by the corresponding 72-bit implementation. In fact, the 36-bit implementation required between 80% and 98% of the memory required by the 72-bit implementation, the average is 92% and the standard deviation is 6%. Table 1 . Statistics for lPv4 memory requirement normalized by that for RP(4) using 36-bit entries Table 1 gives the memory requirement of the lookup structures normalized by that for RP(4) using 36-bit entries. Compared to RP(4) with 36-bit entries, OLP required from 21% to 544% more memory, while EBO required between 9% and 25% less memory. Among all six representations, RP(5) using 36-bit entries was the most memory efficient. Compared to EBO, this implementation of RP(5), used between 5% and 13% less memory; the average reduction is memory required was 10% and the standard deviation (STD) as 3%.
In summary, the 36-bit implementation of RP (4) is superior to OLP on both our metrics-worst-case memory accesses and total memory requirement. It resulted in a 25% to 50% reduction in worst-case memory accesses over EBO.
This reduction came at the expense of an increase in required memory between 10% and 37%. The 36-bit implementation of RP(5) improved the lookup time by up to 20% relative to the base EBO structure and reduced total memory by 10% on average. This is quite surprising as the EBO structure is a highly optimized structure.
Conclusion
Recursive partitioning is superior to the front-end table scheme [5] commonly used in conjunction with base router-table data structures. Although we did not do a direct comparison with the standard 16-bit front-end table scheme, we did compare with its generalization OLP, which uses a front-end table that minimizes total memory subject to minimizing the worst-case number of memory accesses per lookup. By design, OLP cannot be inferior to the employed base structure (in our case EBO). OLP improved the lookup performance of EBO by 1 or 2 memory accesses on all but one of our test sets. In all cases, the improvement in lookup performance came at the expense of increased memory reaquirement; for the RRC04 IPv4 data set, OLP reduced the memory accesses per lookup by 2 but required 6.7 times the memory. RP(4) improved the lookup performance of EBO by 1 to 3 memory accesses on all our data sets. On all test sets where RP(4) and OLP resulted in the same lookup performance, RP(4) took less memory than did OLP. For example, on the RRC04 IPv4 data set, the 36-bit implementation of RP(4) took 15.5% of the memory taken by OLP; it took only 18% more memory than EBO while reducing the worst-case memory accesses from 6 to 4.
While both OLP and recursive partitioning are able to improve the lookup performance of EBO, OLP does this with a much larger memory cost. Our experiments demonstrate the superiority of recursive partitioning over even a generalized version of the standard front-end array method.
